Q1 2017 Quarterly
Native Report

Introduction
Each quarter we provide a high level overview of the Native Advertising ecosystem so
that marketers can have a deeper understanding of their content distribution strategies. This quarter, in addition to trends in Standard Native and Native Video campaigns,
we incorporated the utilization of data in content marketing as advertisers invest
heavily in data to ensure precise targeting throughout the consumer funnel.
Native advertising has often been perceived as an upper-funnel strategy used to
increase brand awareness. However, content now sits at the center of brands’ marketing campaigns and is used to connect and engage with consumers at all stages of the
consumer lifecycle. Layering in data segments and retargeting strategies enables
marketers to reach target audiences with their content, deliver sequential messaging
as a consumer moves down the funnel and ultimately drive results.

Here are the 3 main trends we found for the Q1 2017 report:
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Data is playing an
increasingly significant role in content
distribution

B2B Advertisers Are
Investing More Heavily
in Account-Based
Marketing
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Retargeting is a
Valuable Element for
Brands’ Direct Response
Native Campaigns
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Data Targeting
The use of data targeting in Native advertising campaigns has grown significantly
throughout the past year. As Native advertising has emerged as a major player in
brand’s marketing strategies, advertisers have begun to apply the same tactics from
traditional display advertising to their content distribution strategies.

Q1 2016 - Q1 2017:

Utilization of data targeting overall (both first
and third party) grew 3X

Utilization of user data targeting through first
party grew 3X

Utilization of user data targeting through third
party grew 2X

Growth of Data Utilization in Native Campaigns

Data Utilization
Q1 2016

Q2 2016
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Q3 2016

Q4 2016

Q1 2017
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Account Based Marketing
Since integrating with Bombora, we have seen a 340% increase in the utilization of
Account-Based Marketing in Q1. B2B campaigns have seen tremendous success with
Native, now driving even greater results with more precise targeting through
account-based marketing.
Growth of ABM Utilization in Native Campaigns

ABM Utilization

340%

January

February
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March
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Retargeting
When Native first emerged many viewed it as single faceted, only used for brand
awareness and upper-funnel campaigns. But as Native has gained widespread
adoption with advertisers and publishers it has proved itself as an invaluable part of
any campaign, regardless of the objective (Direct Response, Conversions, Brand
Awareness etc.)
From Q1 2016 to Q1 2017 there has been an 8.5X increase in the utilization of retargeting
capabilities in Native campaigns.

Q1 2016 - Q1 2017

Utilization of retargeting grew 8.5X

Growth of Retargeting in Native Campaigns

Retargeting Utilization
Q1 2016

Q2 2016
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Q3 2016

Q4 2016

Q1 2017
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Standard Native
Mobile CTR continues to be higher than
desktop, but not by the same degree.

CTR by Device

CTR by Device Q1 2017: Mobile CTR was higher
than desktop by 55%

55%

Desktop

Mobile

Desktop is still the more engaging device
over mobile, but mobile is doing a good job
of catching up and getting deeper
consumer engagement. This quarter
pageviews were only slightly higher on
desktop than mobile and bounce rate was
55% lower on desktop than mobile.
Engagement by Device Q1 2017: Pageviews and
Time on Site on desktop were only slightly higher
than mobile. Bounce Rate was 45% higher on
mobile than desktop.

Engagement by Format
Recommendation
Widgets

Engagement by Device
Bounce Rate

55%

Pageviews
per Visit

Mobile

Desktop

In-feed continues to lead the pack for
engagement with significantly higher
pageviews and lower bounce rate than both
In-Ad and Recommendation Widgets.

In-Feed

Product by Goal Type: Pageviews: In-Feed is 50%
higher than In-Ad and 30% higher than Recommendation Widget.

In-Ad

Bounce Rate

Pageviews
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Bounce Rate: In-Feed is 27% lower than In-Ad and
42% lower than Recommendation Widget.
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Standard Native
Goal Type Utilization

Conversions
CTR
Engagement

Conversions overtook CTR as the primary
campaign objective this quarter. Engagement
continues to be an important indicator of
success for marketers in their Native
campaigns.
Goal Type Utilization Q1 2017:
CTR: 37%
Engagement: 23%
Conversions: 40%

Not surprisingly, Law, Gov’t & Politics continued to be one of the most engaging publisher
categories as President Trump took office in January. Additionally, Sports and Arts &
Entertainment were highly engaging given the major sporting events Super Bowl and March
Madness, and Red Carpet Events (Golden Globes and Academy Awards) that take place
throughout the first quarter each year.

Engagement Score by Publisher Category:

7.4
6.8

Law, Government
& Politics

Arts &
Entertainment

7.4
6.8
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Sports

Food & Drink

7.3
6.6

Technology

Health & Fitness
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About
About this Report
Bidtellect’s Quarterly Native Report was created to provide advertisers with
important insights and trends in the Native Advertising industry. Bidtellect’s
platform processes over 5 billion Native auctions daily across 6.5 million
distinctly targetable placements, and this number continues to grow quarter over
quarter. We collect data from the start of an auction through post-click consumer
activity including but not limited to the metrics captured in this report.

About Bidtellect
Bidtellect is the leading paid content distribution platform providing marketers
with one platform to execute Native campaigns across all formats and devices
including text, imagery and video. Marketers leverage Bidtellect’s proprietary
real-time optimization algorithms, first- and third- party data targeting, advanced
KPI optimization and a team of industry experts, to drive real results for paid
content distribution campaigns to deliver smart advertising. Bidtellect delivers
access to the world's most expansive Native ecosystem of premium placements
in order to achieve unparalleled scale.
The company is headquartered in Delray Beach, Florida and was launched in
2013 by the digital media industry’s most successful ad tech pioneers.

Want to learn how to make quality content experiences for your consumers?
Contact us at marketing@bidtellect.com to learn how!
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